












Acquisition record

This item was accuired from The Chauvigny Museum of Local history. The Musem has been open
in various forms since around 1928. It first appeared as a traveling exhibition on a horse drawn box.
This was so that the surrounding local villages could see its contents. On these visits, the then owner
would procure additional artifacts as gifts from local residents.

As the Museum grew it finaly became housed in the Chauvigny market square.

TToday it is incorporated into the Visitor center.

The artifact was hidden in a Zoetrope Machine (see example) until 1976. Used as a decorative centerpiece.
No photos exist of this period as the Curator supposedly perished in a fire that swept part of the musem
No remains were ever found. It is interesting to note that just before the fire, he had dissasembled the
zoetrope to perform restoration on its components. The only surviving piece of the machine was the box.
This was then placed on display in a cabinet with the remaining items that survived.(see photo) The 
display was photographed by Dr Stulak on a holiday visit to the region. 

Note the location of the box in the picture beloNote the location of the box in the picture below. (taken by Dr Stulak)





Innocence Configuration Historical record.
Any additional information may be submitted to Dr Stulak

1st recorded entry

Mr Arnauld is recorded as being a merchant for porcelain ware that was maufactured in nearby Limoges. He
owned both farmland and worker housing in and around St Germain (Vienne region). He had one son Benoit
and a wife Maryse (formerly Maryse Cordoen - of the local family Cordoen Farmers). 

It is belived that the configuration was a gift from a prominent Catholic Cleric, possibly of some power and
influence. For some time Mr Arnauld and the church were trading land between them. The box may have been
some kind of gratuity.

TThere are very little police records of that era. Unfortunaletly the local gendemerie was  destroyed in WW1.
It is local knowledge however that his wife and son were found dead in the grounds of the Arnauld home.
Tales are told of the bodies being disfigured in some way, but cannot be confirmed as fact. 

Some 3 months after his family deaths, Mr Arnauld was reported missing. No trace was found of him and his estate
was sold. Arnaulds brother from the town of Poitiers took any proceeds from the sale and was reported to return 
the box to the church.

The Arnauld Estate

PaulArnauld (no date)

Maryse Arnauld

Benoit Arnauld

Taken in the 1960’s

Picture by G. Deseglise 1816

Paul Arnauld - 1821. Landowner and Merchant



Innocence Configuration Historical record.
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2nd recorded entry

There is no record of the configuration being given to Mr Simard. It is belived however that is is the same source as
Mr Arnauld. The church is unwilling to give any records of Mr Simard and have been curiously un co-operative of our
attempts to clarify the circumstances. We have managed to get some details from present day relatives of the alledged
events.
Mr Simard had served as a priest for 22 years and was the responsable for a local orphanage in St Savin. The orphanage
was a small farm on the outskirts of St Savin. From what we can gather, all of the children around the year of 1836 went
missing in the space of 3 months. No investiagtion was performed and the church had forbidden even the local policemissing in the space of 3 months. No investiagtion was performed and the church had forbidden even the local police
to access the empty Orphanage. Mr Simard Claimed that travelling families had taken the children and he was poweless
to stop them. He was released from the catholic church in 1837 and moved across the small town to a rented house.
There was much local sympathy for the priest, so many were surprised when his house was found empty 6 months later. 
All his possesions were left behind. The local community feared that the church had ‘disposed of him. I suspect he 
opened the box as a pennance.

Gilles Simard (daguerreotype)

The Orphanage - taken in 1863

Simard’s house in Saint Savin
(Still standing today.)

Gilles Simard - 1837.  Catholic priest (defrocked). 
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3rd recorded entry

Very little records exist of the events surrounding the Gagnone events. The descendands of  Henri Gagnone
still own the property in St Savin (see current picture below).
The family claim that he went ‘overseas’ to manage his land in the America’s. This cannot be proven.
Henri was the direct and subsequent owner of the box after Simard (the priest - see infomation page).
Having repossesed all of the priests belongings in lieu of rent owed to the property that Gilles Simard abandoned.

Before his dissapearance, Gagnone’s son was found dead in the attic of the family home. Again the body seemed to
bbe missing its dermis totalis. The murder was belived to be an act of revenge by a woodsman for eviction from a
farm owned by Gagnone. I believe the child was successfull in solving the configuration, as with the other deaths
in the history of the Innocense configuration.

The box then disapeared from record untill 1903.

Henri Gagnone - 1874. Landlord and deputy Mayor (Marie)

The Gagnone residence in 1872

Same house in 1982
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4th recorded entry

The Bernier brothers were a beloved part of the Chauvigny town. They were firm freinds and were always 
seen together. They had a small business making wooden and tin toys to be sold at local markets. The loft of their
famliy home was the workshop in which they incorporated the Innocence puzzle into the main stand of a zoetrope 
machine. The brothers were a famous face on the local markets where they sold there small toys. The box was 
purchased from a travelling vendor at the market, as were most of the materials used in their business.

I do not think they were in any way aware of what they posessed. The Bernier family has had no murders or strange
haphappenings of any kind. The only sad occasion of note is the passing of the brothers themselves.
They were both conscripted to fight in WW1 and were reported as killed in action. No bodies were found, but under
the circumstances, i am not surprised.

The toy business was closed when Christophe and Didier went to war. Any remaining items were kept in the family
until the death of the oldest relative in 1963. It is strange however that the box was never sold and was eventually
removed from the zoetrope machine and kept by Didier. Family members swore Didier took the box to war with him
to trade for food. It was not seen again until the 1940’s when it appeared in the cellar of the family home.

In 1963 the In 1963 the Box, along with many of the toys made by the Bernier brothers and some family items, were given
to Bertrand Poulin a local historian.

Maybe the brothers were lucky enough to escape the effects of the configuration. By all accounts, they were happy
and well adjusted young men. Not Cenobial material at all.

The Bernier Brothers. Christophe and Didier - 1901. Toymakers

Cristophe and Didier Bernier
Some of their toys
In particular - Zoetrope machines
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